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Escape to the ocean with this new collection of minis from Kerry Lord and her Edward’s
Menagerie animals. This is one of the new gift series from TOFT (Kerry’s yarn company), which
contains four books, each with 25 crochet patterns on a different theme: Ocean, Wild,
Farm and Pets.These mini animals are quick and easy to make so they are perfect for the
beginner as well as giving the more advanced crocheter an afternoon’s fun. The books are
practically organised so you start with the easiest pattern and, as you grow in confidence, you
continue through the book, mastering the art of crocheting animals, from the simple starfish to
the magical narwhal, producing high-quality collectibles to keep or give as thoughtful,
homemade gifts.This range of mini animals are totally new patterns for fans, new and old, to get
hooked to. Sitting at 8cm (3 inches) tall, you can make your own cute collection, which could be
used to create a nursery mobile, a board game, key rings and much more! Whether you’re in
front of the TV, commuting to work or having a relaxing afternoon, these projects will bring
mindfulness and creativity into your day.Patterns in the series will include:Ocean: Whale, Shark,
Lobster, Starfish, Manta RayWild: Elephant, Lion, Leopard, Rhino, BuffaloPets: Cockapoo,
Iguana, Angora Bunny, Tabby Cat, TarantulaFarm: Pony, Alpaca, Sheep, Goat, Pig
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INTRODUCTIONI hope this book will be a brilliant introduction to crochet for anyone picking up
a hook for the first time, but also give a lot of enjoyment to anyone already familiar with the
double crochet stitch. I believe learning to crochet is something that should be done with the
clear motivation of a pattern to master and the resulting feeling of accomplishment when that
project is complete. These quick and easy crochet animals are a great way to start to learn a
range of basic and more advanced crochet techniques, and the variety of projects and
progression of difficulty across the twenty-five patterns should keep even a seasoned maker
entertained and challenged.I learned to crochet from a video that taught me the British double
crochet stitch (US single crochet). Like with anything new, to begin with holding a hook and yarn
felt awkward and unfamiliar, but even after just a few hours of perseverance I found my way of
holding the hook and working the stitches and discovered how much fun you could have with
just one simple technique. This book is a gathering together of all of my experience learning to
crochet and teaching people to crochet over the last eight years. I am completely humbled by
the idea that through the Edward’s Menagerie pattern series I have been able to teach not only
thousands of people face to face to crochet through workshops and events, but have also
inspired millions of people worldwide with all my books and TOFT video tutorials. Learning to
crochet completely changed my life, and I hope I can share out the happiness mastering this
hobby has brought me as far and wide as possible.TOFT is a company I started fourteen years
ago with no idea what it would grow to become. Our vision is to enrich the lives of as many
people as possible with our shared love of craft, and our mission is to be as creative and original
as possible making products to inspire that in others. We specialise in luxury natural yarns and
quality long-lasting tools that come together in your hands to give you pleasure as you savour
the feeling of making the stitches, and spread happiness with the results of your time.I’ve tried to
capture some of the ocean’s most popular animals with a real variety of shapes and species
from fish to mammals and crustaceans. I hope you enjoy a little journey around the world and
discover some new favourites as you hook your way through the collection. This book of mini
patterns forms part of a series also including WILD, FARM and PETS, so once you’ve enjoyed
crocheting a few dozen sardines you might want to turn your hands to an elephant or maybe a
puppy or two.For me crochet is bit of a counterpoint to the busy rhythm and routine of my life. It
allows me to feel creative after a long day that might have otherwise felt very mundane, and
these mini animals make brilliant gifts for friends and family without being too much of a



materials or time investment. Although it may be slower when you are starting out, once you’ve
got a couple under your belt, these mini patterns are the perfect size to make in an evening. So,
when you’ve got a craft itch to scratch, grab a hook, a handful of your favourite yarn and carve
out a few hours to relax and enjoy the mindfulness of the double crochet stitch and the focus and
rewards it brings. 

HOW TO USE THIS BOOKThe projects in this book are arranged in order of difficulty, with their
corresponding techniques and progressive skills detailed when they are introduced.If you are
learning to crochet then start at the beginning and turn each page, reading all the tips and tricks,
and trying a few of the exercises to get you used to holding your hook and yarn before you dive
into working your first project.If you are already a confident crocheter then start with whatever
takes your fancy and dip in and out of the projects. If you hit an abbreviation or instruction you
are unsure of and would like to refresh your understanding then use the technique index on here
to find the full step-by-step breakdown.Unless otherwise stated in the pattern, once you have
worked the last round of the pattern gather the sts once fastening off a part using the technique
detailed on here.I have used British English crochet terms throughout. ‘Double crochet’ (dc) is
the same as the American English ‘single crochet’ (sc). For clarification of which stitch this refers
to please see the basic instruction for the dc stitch on here.

TOFTAll the projects in this book are created using TOFT pure wool double knitting yarn on a
3mm aluminium hook with a pure wool stuffing. I have had the pleasure of selecting, designing
and manufacturing luxury yarns for the past fourteen years as the founder of the TOFT brand,
and Edward’s Menagerie has been inspired by this range of yarns. TOFT yarns are luxury,
quality, natural fibres manufactured to my distinctive specifications here in the UK. When
crocheted in TOFT yarns, the projects in this book are supple and soft but with a closed fabric to
hide the stuffing inside.Using natural fibres is not only better for the environment, but also
ensures a beautiful finish, assures you that these animals will only get better over time, and
guarantees each stitch is a pleasure to make.TOFT is here to help if you are new to crochet and
not sure where to begin, and the brand is based in a real place called Toft in Warwickshire,
England. In addition to our yarns, TOFT now designs and manufactures a whole range of tools
and accessories to accompany the Edward’s Menagerie crochet range. Video help is on-hand if
you are struggling at any point with the techniques in this book. All materials, kits and videos for
these projects are available at .

ESSENTIAL TOOLSHOOKChoose the right sized hook to match your yarn and create the
correct tension (see here). If you’re buying a hook for the first time, get a good-quality one with a
comfortable handle as it also doubles as the perfect tool for teasing the toy stuffing inside small
parts.STITCH MARKERMarking the start or end of your rounds when working this style of
crochet is essential. I recommend using a piece of contrast yarn, approximately 15cm long,



positioned in the last stitch of Round 2. As you return back around to your marker, pull it forwards
or backwards through or between your stitches to mark the end of the round you have just
finished to help you keep track of where you are in the pattern. The marker will weave up the
fabric with you, and you can simply pull it free to remove it at the end. Should you ever need to
abandon your crochet halfway through a round of instruction, or if you simply lose your place
when counting, you will be able to return to your marker and thus never have to do a total
restart. SCISSORSSharper scissors may be required for trimming the knot lengths on the
prawn.STUFFINGYou can use a natural or man-made stuffing material inside your animals.
Using polyester stuffing will make them easier to wash by hand or in a cool cycle in the
machine.SEWING NEEDLEEnsure your sewing needle has a big enough eye to make it easy to
thread with your chosen yarn.CONTRAST YARN OR SAFETY EYESI have used black yarn to
sew on all of the animals’ eyes and noses. Although safety eyes could be added before sewing
up, please be aware that these should not be used on a toy for a child under five years of
age.EXTRA TOOLSROW COUNTERUse a row counter if following a pattern is a new discipline
for you. It may make it easier to keep track of the pattern if you do not wish to mark your place in
the book.PROJECT BAGAlthough not essential, a project bag can be very handy to keep your
latest make safe and in order, especially if you are transporting your crochet with you on a
commute or to make the most of your lunch break.PINS FOR SEWING UPIf you are new to
making 3D crochet, then pins might help you position all the parts before sewing them together.
While not essential, they can come in handy if you know that sewing eyes and ears onto the
faces poses a challenge for your perfectionism.YARNI was inspired to learn to crochet and make
these patterns by TOFT yarn, and all of the creatures in this book have been created in TOFT’s
pure wool double knitting (DK) yarn using a 3mm hook. Each animal takes around 18–22g of
TOFT yarn and the finished height/length is 10cm.TOFT DK pure wool yarn comes in a spectrum
of twelve natural colours and twelve brights. You can see the bright colours on the tentacles
opposite, and the naturals from the top are: Cream, Silver, Shale, Steel, Charcoal, Oatmeal,
Stone, Camel, Fudge, Chestnut, Mushroom and Cocoa.TENSIONThe quantity of yarn needed
for the projects is based on using TOFT yarns. If using other brands of yarn, the quantities may
vary significantly, depending on the fibre composition and spinning specifications of the yarn.
For example, a cotton yarn will be heavier and you will require more yarn, whereas an acrylic will
be lighter and you will need less. Parts upon which you work chain loops or spines will take
considerably more yarn than others – for example, don’t skimp when starting the urchin!If you
are seeing holes in your fabric when working the patterns, swap your hook size down half a
millimetre. Likewise, if your work is too solid and you are finding the stitches hard to work, then
swap your hook size up half a millimetre. The standard tension of TOFT DK yarn on a 3mm hook
is 3 x 3cm = 6 sts x 7 rnds.HOLDING YOUR HOOKThere are two principal ways of holding your
crochet hook, one similar to holding a knife and the other to holding a pencil. If you are totally
new to crochet, I would recommend the knife hold as easier to get comfortable with and maintain
control and a good tension, but if you already use the pencil hold successfully, then do not alter



it. Even within these two holds there are lots of subtle variants on how to hold your hook and
there is no wrong or right way. Do what is most comfortable for you.Knife holdPencil
holdHOLDING YOUR YARNEvery crocheter I meet holds their yarn in a slightly different way, so
use these illustrations as a rough guide and then experiment with what’s most comfortable for
you. Only adjust your hand position if you think the way you hold the yarn is causing a problem:
loose stitches can be caused by not putting tension onto the yarn coming off the ball by
wrapping it around your finger, but the opposite problem of the yarn not moving freely can often
be worse and you will feel like you are fighting the stitches and creating a very tight tension.If you
are left-handed, there are no special changes you need to make as none of the patterns in this
book refers to left and right.Right-handed holdLeft-handed holdLEARNING TO CROCHET
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Carolinamaid, “Ocean Animals is lovely to look at and will enable you to create some very stylish
ocean critters.. I have crocheted two patterns from the book so far, two jellyfish and three turtles.
Love both of them. I started on the snake but did not get far. I realized I needed to go back and
assess my stitch marking. The recommendation on page 8 to use yarn as a stitch marker is spot
on. I will start again on the snake using it. The book is well organized and provides all the
information required to complete each project. I am sure I will return to this book often for cute,
quick make items.”

Betty C, “Definitely would recommend this or any of her pattern books.. So far I have made only
the jellyfish. I love Kerry Lord's patterns! I have 2 of her other books and all of her patterns are
awesome!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful patterns. Wonderful book of crochet patterns for sea creatures. I
have another book by the same author. She does a wonderful job of explaining various stitches
and styles.”

Linda Bartels, “Fun ocean animals. Fun little projects that my nieces and nephews will truly
enjoy!!!”

Denise, “Can’t wait to start!!!!. This lady is an amazing designer. I have not started the designs in
this book yet. I have had the privilege of crocheting many of her other designs. Wonderful
instructions. Easy to follow. Children and adults adore her products.”

Sam, “Excellent book. Great book full of wonderful little crochet animals. Have another of the
authors books and they are easy, simple to read and understand have made lots of the projects.”

Tiffanie Hayter, “It's ok. I wish the instructions were a bit more clear in these patterns. I am also
not a big fan of any of the patterns in this book. The book itself is very well made and very
colorful.”

Usneidi Juciara P.da Silva, “Gostei. Gostei, só deu um pouquinho de estresse por que o
entregador teve dificuldades de encontrar a minha casa. De resto foi tudo ok”

The book by Kerry Lord has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 223 people have provided feedback.
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